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Lot

Description

1

A WWI French Infantry issue Berthier rifle long bayonet, 39.5cm blade, in original scabbard with leather frog.

2

A deactivated (EU Spec) Webley & Scott Ltd London and Birmingham MKIII flare gun having broad arrow upon, 4.125" barrel, 1"cal.
With certificate.

3

Two British military Vickers gun sights; WWII Clinometer Mk2 in WWI leather pouch, and a WWII Windage scale in canvas webbing
pouch.

4

An inert British WWII Mk2 Mills grenade, painted in Artic /Winter camouflage, fuse plug dated 1945.

5

A HM silver 79th Regiment sweetheart badge, hallmarked Birmingham 1901, 4.2cm dia, together with a HM silver ARP pin badge
having London 1938 hallmark. Two items.

6

A WWII German cuff title for the Furhers Personal Bodyguard, silver thread embroidered, 44.5cm in length.

7

A British military machete having broad arrow upon, made by S & J Kitchin Ltd Sheffield, No2640 dated 1952, with leather sheath.

8

An Enamelled 9ct gold RAF Sweetheart brooch, marked Birmingham 1954. Width 40mm approx. Weight 3.2gm approx. Cased

9

A fine replica WWII Luftwaffe Paratroopers Fallschirmjäger helmet with two decals, painted in snow camouflage with wire cover, having
liner and chinstrap.

10

A WWII German SA Officers dagger, engraved 'Alles Fur Deutschland' to 22cm blade, marked RZM M7/2, having wooden grip with inset
white metal eagle over swastika, with replacement scabbard.

11

A WW1 British Military "Trench" watch. 34mm silver case, London import mark 1914. Original "onion" winder and engraved monogram
to reverse. Good unsigned Swiss jewelled movement with cotes de Genève decoration. Brown leather strap. Cased.

12

A trench Art shell case lidded pot having Royal Army Services Corps and Canadian Military badges applied, standing 19cm high
including bullet casings handle.

13

A WWI British military W.Watson & Sons Officers binoculars, dated 1916 in leather case having War Department marks upon.

14

A 19th Century pocket Sextant by Elliott Brothers, London. Inscribed to outer case "J.D.H Waller, 290", assumed to have once belonged
Colonel John Dawson Hutchinson Waller, Royal Artillery and serving in Rawal Pindi, India circa 1860-1890, eventually became
Commissionaire of Ordnance in India.

15

A USSR Generals peaked cap having gilt embroidery.

16

A British Royal Navy issue Nero Lemania Sonar timer circa 1969. 55mm chromed case marked "0552/520-9365" over phenom and
serial "511/69".

17

A quantity of WWII photos taken in Naples Italy and the surrounding area showing battle damage to buildings and landmarks.

18

A Navy Divers watch by CWC having Swiss automatic movement with hack. Black dial with Tritium lumed hand and markers, sweeping
seconds and date. 41mm steel case with sapphire crystal, rotating bezel and locking crown. Screwdown caseback marked "6645-99
923-7697" over phenom and serial "399/02". Blu ...[more]

19

A commando knife 3rd pattern stamped R Cooper, Sheffield, England; with leather sheath, (sheath a/f).

20

A Cooper SM8016 professional 300m SAS/SBS dive watch, having 42mm black pvd case, sapphire crystal, black lumed dial, rotating
bezel, locking crown and quartz movement with date. Mounted on black NATO style fabric strap.

21

An Agfa Karat camera in original leather case inscribed "LIEUT H.F. NORTH, R.I.A.S.C, DELHI 1941".

22

A machete with partially fullered blade and ribbed horn handle, the blade stamped with hammer and irons mark and W B?, 68cm overall.

24

A British military issue No5 Jungle Carbine bayonet, also fits Sterling SMG, having wooden grip, 20cm blade, in original scabbard with
canvas belt loop.

26

A WWI British Pioneers/Woodsmans knife having indistinct makers mark and dated 1917.

27

A collection of Russian USSR badges mounted on board, fifty-five items.

28

Two unused WWII US military leather covered photo albums, one marked 'Victory Club Album Official Government Photos'.

29

A rare WWII German NSKK Officers kepi, stiffened peak with silver thread piping, orange cotton lining with matching leather sweatband.

30

A collection of items belonging to RAF LAC G.F. Ballard 1072656; Burma Star, Defence Medal and War Medal, unengraved, mounted
on board with original box, Royal Air Force service and release book, and a wooden cigar box having RAF badge upon.

31

A WWII British military issue helmet, dated 1940 with original liner and chinstrap.

32

A WWI US military issue Springfield rifle bayonet 1908 marked to 40cm blade, further stamped US 337165, in original tropical canvas
scabbard.

33

Two Jambiya daggers each having metal covered sheath, together with two hunting knives. Four items.

34

Two WWII British military Paratroopers Sten MK5 drop boxes.

35

Five military knives and bayonets including; U.S. M16, Soviet AKM and WWII German boot knife.

36

A WWI British military Vickers Armourers tool and spare parts kit, dated 1915 with tools to keep the 'grand old lady of the Somme'
singing.

37

A late 18th century British infantry sword, with shortened fullered blade, 37cm.

38

A British Territorial Army Captain commission document for Richard Alfred Frank Winsloe 1st May 1947, in War Office stamped tube
addressed to Major RAF Winsloe RA TARO, Surrey.

39

Two WWII German steel helmet manoeuvre bands.

40

A US military 20mm Cannon Chute assembly, used on the Vulcan machine gun.

41

A quantity of WWII German documents and paper ephemera including; a mortgage bond for 9000 Reichmark, franked and stamped
envelopes, telegram with original envelope having eagle and swastika stamp to top, etc. Twelve items.

42

A French side arm complete with leather scabbard having brass fittings, blade measuring approx 60cm.

43

An 1870 German Empire Officers Iron Cross 1st Class, awarded to Imperial Officers, having makers marks upon.

44

A British military issue No5 Jungle Carbine bayonet, also fits Sterling SMG, 25cm blade, having wooden grip, in original scabbard with
canvas frog.

45

A WWI German Wehrmacht trench snipers shield having rare original support strut and shutter flap.

46

An early 20th century katana complete with scabbard, handle binding a/f, having Japanese characters etched to blade (worn), approx
71cm blade.

47

Two Cold War DDR East German/Soviet military training instructional posters; Makarov Officers pistol, and Panzer Faust (anti tank)
weapon. Each being detailed schematic and technical drawings.

48

A deactivated Mossberg M500 12 gauge pump action shotgun with 16" barrel and Pachmyer rubber pistol grip. Footnote; The Mossberg
500 series was introduced in 1961 and they have gained a reputation for toughness and reliability to the point where they have been
adopted by the US and Dutch armed force ...[more]

49

A fine replica WWII German SS Infantry helmet with single decal and 'Splotch' style camouflage paint, having liner and chinstrap.

51

A WWII German Afrika Korps tunic complete with cuff title and cloth badges.

52

Inert Soviet Cold War AK47 7.62 training rounds, un-issued in original crate opening to reveal 1500 rounds packed in boxes of 20.

53

Seven WWII German Day badges together with an uncut Customs Border Protection shield. Eight items.

54

A rare and complete WWII British Military Bren gun armourers inspection tool kit.

55

A Victorian Naval sword having wire bound grip with lions head pommel, 74.5cm.

56

A HM silver miniature Japanese sword (odachi or nodachi) made by Walker & Hall, hallmarked Birmingham 1985, approx 18.5cm in
length, 23.7g.

57

A deactivated (EU Spec) Spanish Laurona double barrel 12 gauge box lock shotgun with 27.5 inch barrels. With certificate.

58

A WWII German Officers Luger P08 stripping tool having German marks upon.

59

A deactivated (EU Spec) W.W.Greener MKIII/12 12 gauge police shotgun, patent No463628/35, 26" barrel. With Certificate.Footnote;
Greener began making firearms in 1829 and it was after the family firm moved to Birmingham that they began production of their famous
shotgun range based on the Martini ac ...[more]

60

A WWII British military High Explosive No69 grenade, made from bakelite and having green grip band.

61

A British No7 bayonet for the No4 Rifle having unique rotating socket converting it from a fighting knife to a bayonet, 20.5cm blade, in
original scabbard with canvas frog.

62

A German cylindrical gas mask cannister, together with a British WWII childs gas mask, in original box. Two items.

63

A British transit shell case for a tank/artillery round.

64

A WWII German SA leaders ceremonial dagger, 22cm blade engraved 'Alles Fur Deutschland, marked Curst Neachf Solengen, wooden
grip with inset white metal eagle over swastika, with original early SA brown leather and white metal scabbard, having chain hanger
marked DRGM to clip and RZM M5/8 to chain.

65

A 19th century Swiss souvenir letter opener having tooled and inlaid horn blade inscribed Montreux, with deer slot handle, 28.5cm long.

66

Two inert WWI Pompom shells with heads, one dated 1901,

67

A sword having cut down blade and white metal guard, blade measuring 72.5cm.

68

A WWII German RAD Officers dagger having 25.5cm blade engraved 'Urbeit adelt', blade marked Alcoso Solingen, having eagle head
pommel and complete with white metal scabbard.

69

The original woodwork for a WWII German Infantry issue Mauser K98 bolt action rifle, laminate construction with top wood, German
Waffenamt markings throughout.

70

A WWII German Luftwaffe Officers sword made by SMF Solingen having Aluminium fittings and leather hanger, 71.5cm blade.

71

A 19th century French Cavalry sabre having wire bound grip and decorative brass knuckle guard, 92cm curved blade engraved to edge
'...Klingenthal...Octobre 1811', complete with metal scabbard.

72

A Kings South Africa medal disc stamped 15787 Sgt S.A. Hoarey Impl Yeomanry.

73

A WWII British military Vickers Armourers tool and spares chest with parts and tools , dated 1943.

74

Two Russian enamelled badges together with four medal citations. Six items.

75

A WWII 'Gold' German Cross badge, pin stamped '20'.

76

A WWII British MK1 Bren gun .303 transit chest with internal dividers / blocks and military stencilling.

77

A War Department record player by Portogram Radio Elect. Ind. London having broad arrow upon, having 'spares' packet including
fuse, stylus, etc.

78

An East German AK47 bayonet, with sheath.

79

A c1950s Russian helmet with chin strap and liner, together with an original WWII rubber faced goggle gas mask in drawstring canvas
bag, a 20th century gas mask in canvas box with shoulder strap, and three printed VE Day parade sheets depicting tanks, guns,
parading soldiers, etc, each measuring 25 ...[more]

80

An East German blue cloth side cap having label within dated 1963.

81

A rare WWI/early WWII Mauser K98 saw back bayonet, made by Gottlieb Hammesfahr Solingen, 25cm blade, in original metal
scabbard.

82

An inert British WWII Mills grenade marked REVO upon.

83

A vintage military travel trunk, lid lifting to reveal compartment with lift out tray, complete with end handles and side handle, marked for
the Royal Army Ordnance Corps Junior Leaders Regiment, measuring 80 x 50 x 34cm.

84

A folio of eight prints of pen drawings by SS-Sturmmann W. Mahler entitled 'Pictures from Karelia'.

85

A quantity of WWII US photos from Iwo Jima.

86

A bubble Sextant mark IX by SS&S Ltd, marked for Air Ministry, serial number 8364, in original bakelite carrying case with carry strap.

87

A metal ammo box dated 1956 and measuring 46 x 27 x 26cm.

88

A collection of Home Front badges and enamelled commemorative and sweetheart badges including; 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1937 Edward
VIII coronation, Royal Engineers, Essex Regimant, etc. Fourteen items.

89

A WWII British Vickers .303 ammunition can with Dunlop 250 round belt, having fifty rounds fitted.

90

A 19th century French Cavalry sabre having wire bound grip a/f and decorative brass knuckle guard, 92cm curved blade engraved to
edge '...Klingenthal...Octobre 1811', complete with metal scabbard.

91

A rare WWI British military issue Infantrymen's 1907 pattern webbing, full set complete with entrenching tool, wire cutters, poncho in
pack, canteen and original .303 rifle stripper clips.

92

A WWII German SA Officers dagger with full Rohm engraving to 22cm blade, made by E.P.&S Solingen, wooden grip having inset white
metal eagle and swastika, with original scabbard and leather hanger.

93

An inert replica WWI German training stick grenade.

94

A 513 SPS Commando 'Mission Complete' plaque, unengraved, a/f.

95

A WWII British military Pioneers pull chain saw, dated 1942 with military marks upon, made by B.H.G. In original leather pouch with file
and tool.

96

Five Scottish regiment shields each having applied metal badge and measuring 13cm wide.

97

A quantity of Thompson WWII SMG 30 round magazines. Twenty items.

99

Two Kukri knives with leather sheaths, one of small proportions, blades measure 28cm and 15.5cm.

101

A gold ring presented to Herman Goring by Adolf Hitler on his appointment to Reichsmarshal, having personal inscription 'Adolf Hitler SL
Hermann Goring 19.7.1940' ('S. L' for 'Sein Lieber' - his dear), bearing a blue enamel seal with Nazi emblem upon being the second
design- the first design rejecte ...[more]

103

A presentation paper knife for military service in the form of a sword, for an Imperial German Officer, etched inscription to blade dated
7.4.16 with further decorative etching verso, wire bound grip with brass guard, complete with scabbard. blade 19cm in length.

104

Twenty portrait photographs of German Knights Cross winners, printed and signed post-war.

105

An inert Soviet T55 main battle tank 100mm cannon drill round. Unused.

107

A quantity of German military Bundeswehr HK G3 Assault Rifle slings. Thirty items.

109

A French 1866 pattern Chassepot bayonet, numbered G42693, with scabbard.

111

A 19th century British musket socket bayonet with cruciform section blade, the leather clad scabbard with brass fittings.

112

Signed print; Joan Wanklyn (1924 - 1999) Artist for the Royal Artillery, a part coloured collection of vignettes entitled 'Gunners Ulster'
c1970s, having pencil signature below, 58.5 x 49.5cm

113

A WWI British Artillery Officers peaked cap, with original cap badge and Savile Row London military outfitters label, slightly a/f.

114

A quantity of assorted musket metalware.

115

A deactivated (EU Cert) West German Heym LP4 flare pistol having 6" barrel, 27mm cal. With certificate.

117

A WWII German Anti Partisan badge.

118

A WWI Canadian Infantry issue Ross Rifle Co bayonet, manufacture date 1911 with broad arrow and Royal Canadian Garrison Artillery
regimental marks upon, 25.5cm blade in original leather scabbard.

119

A case of inert Soviet Cold War F1 Limonka training grenades, twenty grenades with fuses, in original transit case.

120

A fine replica WWII Luftwaffe helmet having single decal, liner and chinstrap.

121

A WWI German Granatwerfer trench mortar with original fins.

122

A WWII German Afrika Korp Artillery range finder tripod, Swiss made - Wild Heerbrugg, painted in WWII 'Desert Sand' camo with
original webbing pouch.

123

A rare WWII Norwegian SS Officers dagger engraved 'Fuhrend Sein Heibt Vorbild Sein' and 'Alles Fur Deutschland' to 22cm blade,
wooden grip with inset white metal eagle over swastika and SS badge, in original scabbard with chain hanger.

124

An inert WWI German Discus 'turtle' grenade with fuse plug.

125

A WWII German helmet in relic condition.

126

A WWII German Paratroopers helmet shell in relic condition.

127

A collective lot of two miniature medal groups, ribbon and cloth badges, coinage, etc.

128

A quantity of assorted cap badges including; Lincolnshire, Notts & Derby, Royal Army Ordnance Corps, Royal Corps of Signals, etc.
Seventeen items.

129

A 19thC Japanese hunting dagger with finely tapered partial double edged blade, 20cm, and a carved and pierced bone or antler
handle, fashioned with a racoon dog and a toad, with lacquered sheath.

130

A quantity of assorted French Foreign Legion weapon grips including; Mac50 pistol, MAT-49 SMG and the AA-52 LMG.

132

A German WWII Luftwaffe Officers mess beaker having eagle over swastika mark to base and dated 1937, standing 9cm high.

133

A quantity of assorted machine gun magazines, WWII to modern, including; Russian PPSH-41, DP28 LMG, STEN SMG, HK G3 and
M16. Twenty-four items.

135

A WWII German SS Officers dagger engraved 'Miene Ehre Heibt Treue' to 22cm blade, wooden grip with inset white metal eagle over
swastika and SS badge, original scabbard having RZM 68/38 leather hanger and RZM M5/8 clasp.

137

A WWII German Railway 'Reichsbahndirektion Saarbrucken' badge, together with seven cloth railway badges. Eight items.

138

A British India General Service medal with North West Frontier 1936-37 bar and ribbon, engraved for 40070 SPR. Abdul Salim
R.B.S.&M.

139

Twenty assorted Royal Navy cap tallies.

140

Two Scottish Sparons, one hand made in green and black leather, the other having black faux fur front.

141

A set of fine replica WWII SS Officers collar tabs and Totenkopf cap badge.

142

A Japanese tanto, 19th century, the hilt with shagreen base bound with cord grip, tang having pierced depiction of hawk hunting smaller
birds, in black lacquer and crushed pearl sheath.

143

A superb Shinshinto fully mounted Katana, the hilt with shagreen base bound with cord grip, tang and pommel with gilt dragon and
foliate decoration, in black and bronze lacquer sheath.Complete with NBTKH Hozen To-Ken paper dated Febuary 5th 2015; Signed:
'Geishu Yam Ken Nobuhara Ju Masamitsu Motte S ...[more]

144

A British Number 4, Mark 2 spike bayonet with scabbard.

146

A Polish enameled warning sign - Do Not Touch Electrical Device, 30 x 20cm.

148

A rare inert WWI Austrian Schwere fragmentation grenade having fuse plug and wire.

150

A St Johns Ambulance Association 3 years service medal by J.R. Gaunt London No54161, with citation to Cecil Bewick.

152

Five WWII Hungarian stick grenades.

153

A fine replica WWII German Infantry helmet with Normandy style camouflage paint, having liner and '1939' chinstrap.

154

A WWII German Machine Gunners MG34 / MG42 ammunition can, dated 1941 with German marks upon, painted in Wehrmach dark
grey.

156

A WWII German SS Officers dagger, 22cm blade engraved 'Meine Ehre Beibt Treue', wooden grip having inset white metal eagle over
swastika and SS badge, original scabbard with white metal SS chain hanger.

158

A WWII German Officers Luger P08 pistol hard shell leather holster, dated 1938 with Berlin makers mark and Waffen marks upon.

159

A British and Commonwealth issue Lee Enfield MKII SMLE bayonet, Indian made, dated 1942, 30.5cm blade, with original scabbard
and canvas frog.

160

A British 1907 pattern bayonet by Chapman with scabbard.

162

A pair of WWII German binoculars by Emil Busch D.F., 10x80 'Doppelfernrohr' double telescope, issued to Kriegsmarine and Bunker
crews, with swivel mount bracket and lens caps.

164

A Soviet Cold War long range communications radio with transformer, for T55 main battle tank and ZIL armoured vehicle.

167

A quantity of US WWII and post war photos from the Pacific, including Leyte war graves, Manila and Indonesia.

168

A deactivated (EU Spec) German Hebel flare pistol having 9" barrel, 1" cal. With certificate.

169

A French 1866 pattern Chassepot bayonet, numbered F24360, with scabbard.

170

A quantity of assorted cap badges including; RAF, Royal Berkshire, Royal Army Ordnance Corps, 9th Lancers made by Gaunt London,
Lancashire Fusiliers, Intelligence Corps, Hertfordshire Regiment, etc. Eighteen items.

172

A WWII German Mauser bayonet stamped 41 fnj and numbered 2882C, with scabbard and leather frog.

173

A Japanese Meigi period Gusoku/Yoroi suit of armour having lamellar cuirass constructed from individual scales (kozane), helmet,
Mengu or Mempo face guard, sleeves, calf guards, etc. Made in the 16th century style for the Emperor Meigi's Enthronement
ceremonies in 1852, Meigi-Taitei was the 126nd Em ...[more]

174

Two Japanese Swords; a late 16th century Wakizashi blade in modern leather transport sheath, having signed blade with original
Japanese authenticity paperwork. Together with an early 20th century Katana Fujiwara Kanefusa (23rd Generation), the hilt with silver
family Mon and shagreen base bound with ...[more]

175

A rare WWII German Teno leaders ceremonial dagger made by Eickhorn and marked Ges Gesch with eagle and swastika, further
marked 2561 to 28cm blade, with original scabbard.

176

A WWII RAF silk map of Germany including its borders both in 1939 and 1941, 45 x 35.5cm.

178

A WWII German E Boat 2nd pattern badge marked FEC. W.E.Peerhaus Berlin Ausf. Schwerin Berlin 68.

179

A quantity of Scottish badges including; two Seaforth Highlanders badges, Highlanders cap badge, etc. Eight badges.

180

A deactivated (EU Spec) MG08 Maxim style machine gun with fluted barrel and MG08 style flash hider, having Maxim raised trench
warfare tripod. With certificate.

182

An inert British WWI trench warfare Mills High Explosive Fragmentation grenade, made by D.F. Co, Derby.

183

A fine replica WWII German SS helmet with two decals, having liner and chinstrap.

184

A collection of Atlas Editions model naval ships, British, German, Japanese and US, all with original boxes and pamphlets, twenty-six
models

186

A WWI Royal Artillery 18Lb projectile with original Canadian military fuse head.

187

A quantity of WWII British and Commonwealth Bren gun .303 LMG magazines. Twenty-five items.

188

A WWII German SS dog tag, with a 'German Identity Discs' reference book. Two items.

189

An inert WWI British Stokes mortar, HE type, having fuse assembly.

190

A deactivated (EU Spec) Swedish M72 LAW 66mm rocket launcher, 25" barrel, complete with sights, end cap and carry strap. With
certificate.Footnote; The M72 Light Anti-tank Weapon entered service in the early 1960s and is still an issue weapon with over 20
armies to this day. It is a single shot, li ...[more]

191

A WWI British Remington 1913 3-17 pattern bayonet for the 1914 Lee Enfield rifle, 43cm blade. in original leather scabbard.

192

A British Victorian 58th Rutland Regiment Glengarry cap badge.

194

A Swiss model 1889/11 bayonet by Neuhausen, number 444873, with scabbard and leather frog stamped Sch, H. Hauser Uetikon
A/See 31.

195

Two Scottish caps having metal cap badges upon.

197

A WWI British Military Officers Webley Mk6 .455 open top dark leather holster, complete with belt loops and original cleaning rod.

199

A WWII Luftwaffe Officers 2nd pattern ceremonial dagger having scrolling frond and eagle over swastika etching to one side, further
etching to other side, made by P.D.Luneschloss Solingen, with original scabbard.

201

A quantity of WWII US Navy Seabee sweetheart letters, twenty-five letters from W.M. Peters 23rd US Naval Construction Battallion to
his sweetheart in Maryland, stamped and franked 1942 - 1944.

202

A WWI British military machette made by Samuel Kitchen & Co Sheffield, dated 1918, with leather sheath.

203

A WWII German SA dagger, with stained wooden grip, lacking inset eagle and swastika, with brown painted sheath.

204

Two Russian military peaked caps together with two side caps. Four items.

205

A quantity of post-war cloth titles and division badges, seventy-one pairs.

207

A WWI German 'Egg' grenade, having OJB makers mark upon, with original fuse and protective cap.

208

A US military flag having fifty stars and military stamps upon, 140 x 71cm

209

A fine replica WWII German SS Infantry helmet painted in snow camouflage with liner and chinstrap.

210

A quantity of WWII British military STEN gun 9mm SMG magazines. Twenty items.

211

Various cloth police badges including; Metropolitan, Czech Republic, Cayman Islands, Slovenia, Russian, Swiss, etc. Forty items.

213

A German WWII Naval cap tally, 112cm in length.

217

A Soviet Cold War armoured vehicle Artillery OP2-7 spotting scope, with ranging reticules in original transit chest.

219

A fine replica WWII German Wehrmacht helmet with Normandy 'Splotch' camouflage, single decal with liner and chinstrap.

220

A WWII German Kriegsmarine Blockade Breakers badge marked FEC. Otto Placzek Berlin Ausf. Schwerin Berlin.

223

A WWII British and Commonwealth Bren gun .303 canvas bag for spare barrel and accessories, having military marks upon.

227

A WWII German photo album having quantity of original photos within some having dates and titled, includes famous buildings, villages,
tanks and military vehicles, etc.

229

A German hunting dagger with deer slot handle, marked Solingen to blade.

231

A WWII German Officers dagger, the blade stamped Gustav Spitzer, Solingen, having silver thread portapee and scabbard.

233

A WWII German NSKK leaders dagger with 22cm blade engraved 'Alles Fur Deutschland', marked F.Herderas, with scabbard and
ceremonial chain hanger marked RZM M5/8 Munsterschutz NSKK Korpsfuhrung.

235

A WWI British Army helmet having original liner and chinstrap.

237

Print; M.G. Greensmith, '12th Lancers c1890', 42 x 25cm mounted and framed.

238

A WWII German SS Officers ceremonial sword portapee, silver braid with embroidered SS motif.

242

A pair of WWI German parade mounted medals; 2nd class Iron Cross and 1914-18 Cross with Swords.

244

A Japanese katana sword with steel tsuba and shagreen type grip with two later jewelled embellishments, the blade 54cm, with a black
lacquered scabbard.

246

A 1913 pattern Remmington bayonet with scabbard, the leather frog stamped M Harvey & Co Ltd, Walsall, 1938 and with War Office
arrows.

248

A French commemorative bottle of wine, dated 1993, No001724, for the 50th anniversary of the Liberation of Colmar 2nd February
1945.

250

Two inert WWII British military issue Mills grenades No36 MKI.

252

A Valor petrol can in military green pain and having original brass cap.

254

A WWII German Red Cross/Medics leaders dagger, 25cm blade, in original scabbard.

257

A USSR Officers dress dagger, complete with scabbard having brass fittings, 23cm blade.

259

A WWII period cleaver by Elwell, dated 1942 and with arrow mark, 45.5cm overall.

261

A WWI British Artillery spotting range finder scope by Barr and Stroud, in original and rare 1944 canvas carry case, with original folding
tripod attached.

268

A WWI German rifle bayonet by Weyersberg Kirschbaum, Solingen, with scabbard.

270

A pair of WWII German Luftwaffe clasps; Aerial Reconnaissance and Bomber.

274

A WWI British military issue Vickers machine gun black painted articulated metal hose with brass end fittings.

276

A quantity of 7.92 fifty round belts for the MG42 and MG53 LMG. Thirty items.

278

A 19th century French Cavalry sabre with curved fullered blade and wire bound wooden grip with three bar brass hilt and guard, the
blade stamped B & ? and measuring 88cm, with scabbard.

280

A Kukri knife, Middle Eastern dagger and an oval pewter flask, three items.

282

A WWII German Luftwaffe MG15 7.92cal machine gun saddle magazine for 150 rounds, having military marks and dated 1942.

284

An anti-aircraft flip up Spider sight to fit German MG3 / Yugoslavian MG53 / Spanish Cetme Ameli LMG.

288

A pair of WWII German Waffen SS collar patches having silver thread embroidery.

290

A WWII German NSFK Balloonist 2nd Pattern badge (pin deficient) and a regiment side cap badge. Two items.

291

A 1st Class Iron Cross 1939 badge.

293

A Nazi naval officer's dirk by Eikhorn (Solingen) with etched and engraved double fullered blade and bound ivorine grip, with gilt brass
hilt pommel and scabbard.

295

A WWII Hitler Youth leaders dagger, 23cm blade engraved 'Blut Und Ehre!', marked RZM M7/36, wire bound grip, white metal guard
and pommel, in original black leather and white metal scabbard.

297

A 19th century French brass fireman's helmet complete with chin strap and liner, wear to front and some damage to side.

299

Two inert WWI British military issue Mills grenades, one dated 1916.

301

A WWI British trench warfare barbed wire cutter, indistinct marks 1916?

303

A pair of WWII German 'Bunny Ears' field binoculars made by Carl Zeiss, marked Jena 35378, with original tripod.

305

A quantity of inert Soviet Cold War 14.5mm Anti-Tank Rifle training rounds, also fit the KPV Heavy Machine gun, in original stores crate
with original 1971 label. 100 items.

307

An inert WWII German Pak 88mm Anti-Tank High Velocity projectile, unfired with clear drive band.

309

A rare British military Lewis gun .303 machine gun canvas carry bag.

312

A George V British Army officer's dress sword with engraved fullered blade, three bar guard and shagreen grip with chequered back and
pommel, blade 89cm, with leather bound scabbard,.

315

A rare WWII British and Commonwealth 100 round Bren gun drum magazine attachment, un-issued in original stores wrapping.

317

A rare WWII German dagger presented to the winner of a SA Marine competition at Kiel, having matching unit numbers to cross guard
and scabbard, engraved 'Alles für Deutschland' and '1. Nordmark-Treffen 25-26 Mai 1935, Kielto' to 22cm blade, Gustav Voss Solingen
makers mark upon, wooden grip having i ...[more]

319

A WWI German Imperial sawback Mauser bayonet by C G Haenel, Suhl, with scabbard.

322

A replica WWII Luftwaffe Pilot Observers badge and cloth eagle. Two items.

324

A WWII German Officers Walther P38 pistol holster, having German marks upon.

